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INTEREST OF THE AMICUS CURIAE

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America (the

"Chamber") is the world's largest business federation. Its interest in this

case is fully described in its initial amicus brief. The Chamber submits this

supplemental brief in response to the Court's order of January 24,20n.r

INTRODUCTION

The Court has asked "fw]hether hhe 2004 amendments to the lJnfair

Competition Law and the false advertising law, through passage of

Proposition 64, eliminated the ability of private plaintiffs to seek public

injunctive relief." That is exactly what those amendments did, and what

they were explicitly intended to do.

Proposition 64's parallel amendments to the lJnfair Competition

Law and false advertising law (collectively, "UCL") deleted the authority

of private parties to sue on behalf of "the general public," while requiring

private lawsuits to seek relief on behalf of other private persons only by

satisffing the class-certification strictures of Code of Civil Procedure

section 382. The statutory findings declared that actions by private parties

brought purportedly o'on behalf of the general public" were among the

"misuse[s]" the amendments were designed to end. And the voters were

told that that, if enacted, the amendments would ensure that only public

officials could sue on behalf of the People of California.

By sweeping away the only statutory basis to consider UCL

injunctions "public" when they were sought by private parties, Proposition

64 made public relief once again the exclusive province of public officials.

I No party and no counsel for any pafty in this case authored the proposed

amicus brief in whole or in part, or made a monetary contribution intended

to fund the preparation or submission of the brief. No person or entity other

than the amici curiae and their counsel in this case made a monetary

contribution intended to fund the preparation or submission of the brief.
(See Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.520(Ð(4).)
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In light of that clearly expressed statutory intent, there is no basis to

describe as "public" claims for injunctions by private parties-whether or

not the injunctions benefit a certified class of private parties. The Court

should not construe the UCL as if the meaning of the "general public"

language survived the deletion of that language, any more than it should

insert the same meaning into statutes that never contained that language at

all.

ARGUMENT

1. Proposition 64 could not have been clearer in placing public

injunctions off limits to private plaintiffs. Proposition 64 deleted only one

phrase from the UCL and the FAL: the provision formerly allowing actions

under those statutes to be brought "by any person acting for the interests of

itself, its members, or the general public." Stats. 2004, p. A-338, $ 3

(amending Bus. & Prof. Code 51720Ð; id. at A-339 to A-340, $ 5

(amending Bus. & Prof. Code $ 17535). By deleting the authority for

private parties to "act[] for the interests of ... the general public,"

Proposition 64 rendered private actions private, and public actions public.

Both the statutory findings and the ballot arguments reinforce the

conclusion that "public" injunctions under the UCL are available only at

the instance of public officials, not private plaintiffs and their lawyers.

The fîndings that the voters enacted into law left no doubt that this

was the amendments' intent. Among the identified "misuse[s]" of the

former UCL were "lawsuits on behalf of the general public without any

accountability to the public and without adequate court supervision." Stats.

2004, p. A-337, $ l(bx4). And it was the declared "intent of California

voters in enacting this act thal only the California Attorney General and

local public offîcials be authorizedto file and prosecute actions on behalf of

the general public." ld $ 1(Ð.
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Nor could the ballot arguments be clearer. California voters were

told that Proposition 64 "[aJllows only the Attorney General, district

attorneys, and other public fficials to file lawsuits on behalf of the People

of the State of Caliþrnia to enforce California's unfair competition law."

(Ballot Pamp., Gen. Elec. (Nov. 2,2004) argument in favor of Prop. 64, p.

40 [emphasis in original].) And the rebuttal favoring the Proposition stated

that the amendments would close "a loophole in California law" that let

private lawyers "'appoint' themselves Attorney General and file lawsuits

on behalf of the People of the State of California," and would "[p]errnit[]

only real public officials like the Attorney General and District Attorneys to

file lawsuits on behalf of the People." Id., rcbuttal to argument against

Prop. 64,p.41.

The text of the amendments, and the reasons given for them in the

statute and ballot arguments, manifest clear intent to preclude private

plaintiffs and their lawyers from donning the mantle of the 'ogeneral public"

to endow their private remedies-including private class actions-with

special public significance. After Proposition 64, a private action is private

whether it is brought only for an individual or for members of a class that

has been properly certified-as the amendments now require for any

private action seeking "relief on behalf of others." (Stats. 2004, p. A-338,

$ 2 (amending Bus. & Prof. Code $ 17203).) An action brought on behalf

of many private parties remains just as private as an action brought for the

plaintiff alone.

Until Proposition 64 amended the UCL, the Court had some basis in

statutory language to support its conclusion in Cruz v. PacifiCare Health

Systems, Inc. (2003) 30 Cal.4th 303, thar. a species of "public" injunctive

relief was available to private parties suing under the old UCL. But

Proposition 64 unambiguously expressed the People's intent to separate the

private and public spheres of litigation. Because the amendments expressly

a
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stripped the "public" character of private actions out of the statute, they

removed any basis to characterize equitable relief at the behest of private

parties as "public."

2. The plaintiffs in this case may contend that the creation of a

category of public injunctive relief in Cruz did not depend entirely on the

statutory "general public" language in the UCL, but also depended on the

public benefit analysis borrowed from Broughton v. Cigna Healthplons of

Califurnia (1999) 2l Cal.4th 1066. (See Cruz,30 Cal.4th at 315-16.)

Broughton addressed a statute-the CLRA-that has never included

"general public" language. 
'Whether 

or not Cruz was correct to create public

injunctive relief in the absence of statutory language, that does not justiff

continuing to recognize such relief in the face of express, contrary

language. Indeed, viewed in light of Proposition 64, any effort to rely on

the reasoning of Broughton to preserve the holding in Cruz merely

underscores why injunctive relief accorded to private parties, including

those representing certified classes, is not public.

The remedial provision at issue in Broughton merely authorized "an

order enjoining the methods, acts, or practices" found to violate the CLRA.

(Civ. Code $ 1780(aX2).) The Court nonetheless concluded that "the

evident purpose of the injunctive relief provision of the CLRA is not to

resolve a private dispute but to remedy a public wrong." (Broughton,2l

Cal.4th at 1080.) That conclusion rested on an assessmentthat, "fw]hatever

the individual motive of the party requesting injunctive relief' against a

violation of the CLRA, oothe benefits of granting injunctive relief by and

large do not accrue to that party, but to the general public." (21 CaL that

1080.)

Thus, echoing terms since deleted from the UCL, the Court

concluded that a private CLRA plaintiff who sought injunctive relief

categoúcally sought to "enjoin[] future deceptive practices on behalf of the
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general public." (Id. at 1079-80.) But the "general public" language that the

People removed from the UCL was never in the CLRA at all. It is a

blackletter rule of statutory construction that a court may "not ... insert

what has been omitted, or ... omit what has been inserted."' (Stop Youth

Addictíon, Inc, v. Luclcy Stores, Inc. (1998) 17 Cal.4th 553, 573; see Code

Civ. Proc. $ 1858.) Similarly, "'a court...may not rewrite the statute to

conform to an assumed intention which does not appear from its

language."' (Doe v. City of Los Angeles (2001) 42 Cal.4th 531, 545

[quoting In re Hoddinott (1996) 12 Cal.4th 992, 1002].) That principle

precludes any effort to label UCL injunctions as "public" in the face of the

voters' clear intent to create a clear boundary between public and private

litigation.

The labeling of private injunctions as "public" in Broughton rested

on another premise that is no longer supportable: that the Legislature "may

express its intention to make a statutory right inarbitrable ... implicitly in

those rare circumstances in which the fulfillment of the statutory purpose

inherently conflicts with arbitration." (Broughton,2I Cal.4th at 1082 n.7

[emphasis added].) Setting aside whether a state legislature whose

enactments are subject to the Supremacy Clause has the power to create

exemptions from the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. $$ 1-16-it does not

(see Chamber Principal Br. 6-9)-in the interim it has become settled that

not even Congress can carve out exceptions to the Act without saying so

explicitly.

In CompuCredit Corp. v. Greenwood (2012) 565 U.S. 95, decided

years after Broughton and Cruz, the IJ.S. Supreme Court rejected an effort

to infer an exemption from arbitrability from a federal statute's terms and

structure. The Court made clear that Congress cannot exempt a federal

statutory claim from arbitration unless that intent is expressed with

"clarity." (See id. at 103-104.) And of the examples of statutory exemptions
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from arbitrability recognized by the Court, each used the word "arbitration"

in the statutory text. (See ibid. (citing 7 U.S.C. $26n(2);15 U.S.C.

9r226(a)(2); 12 u.s.c. $ 5sls(b).)2

To construe a private remedy as "public" in the absence of statutory

authority, and with the explicit goal of excusing a claim from arbitration,

would depart from sound principles of statutory construction in service of a

goal that is beyond the interpretation's reach.

3. Labeling private parties' UCL injunctions as "public" in the

absence of explicit statutory authority is inappropriate for another reason: in

light of the statutory silence, it is not clear how injunctive relief in a private

action under the UCL is "public" in a way that an injunction enforcing

other statutory obligations or legal rights is not. Indeed, following this

Court's decisions in Broughton, the Court of Appeal extended the "public

injunction" label to claims brought by an individual plaintiff under the

Unfair Practices Act, Bus. & Prof. Code $ 17070. (See Coast Plaza Doctors

Hosp. v. Blue Cross of Cal. (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 677, 692.) If injunctive

relief can become "public" so long as it is sought under a statute or

common-law rule whose enforcement provides some broader public

benefît-as many laws surely are intended to do-there is no predictable

difference between a public lawsuit and a private one.3

The problem does not vanish if courts apply a case-by-case analysis

to private parties' requested injunctions under the UCL or CLRA, as the

Ninth Circuit did in Kilgore v. Key Bank, N.A. (9th Cir. 2013) 718 F.3d

' Of course, in cases where the FAA did not apply, this Court could reach a

different conclusion with respect to the relation between a California statute

and the California Arbitration Act.
3 Indeed, as Justice Chin has pointed out, this Court has characteúzed
punitive damages as serving a "purely public" purpose. (Cruz,30 Cal.4th
at33l-32 (Chin, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) fciting Adams
v. Murakamí (1991) 54 Cal.3d 105, 1101.)
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1052 (en banc). That picking-and-choosing exercise underscores the lack of

tethering to statutory terms. The People of California removed the only

statutory support for private parties to wield public remedial authority

under the UCL. That leaves no room for courts to endow private relief with

a public character.

The absence of a textual commitment of a private plaintiffls remedy

to the public sphere distinguishes a private party's claim for a UCL

injunction from a claim for penalties under the Private Attorney General

Act (PAGA), which results in payment to the State, and which this Court

therefore characterized as raising "a dispute between an employer and the

state;' (Iskanian v. CLS Transp. of L.A., LI'C (2014) 59 Cal. th 348, 386.)4

The UCL (and the CLRA, for that matter) share none of the statutory

characteristics of the PAGA. The actions are not brought in the name of the

State, and no part of the proceeds goes to the State. As the Court explained,

relief obtained by and for one or more private parties is "tantamount to a

private class action, whatever the designation given by the Legislature." (Id.

at 348,3S7-S8.) And a private party's action for injunctive relief remains

private.

a The Chamber continues to believe that the structure of PAGA, while
different from that of the UCL, is insufficient to place private parties'

PAGA claims beyond the reach of the Federal Arbitration Act. But that
issue, decided otherwise in Iskaníara, is not presented here.
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CONCLUSION

Private parties' claims for injunctive relief should not be labeled

"public" where the Legislature has withheld the "public" label. But the

"public" label surely cannot be applied where the People have removed it.

The judgment of the Court of Appeal should be affirmed,
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